Embedding audio in a blog post can be a lot of fun and getting
the correct web address or URL for the audio file can be involve
some detective work. Let's explore...

First of all, locate some audio or sound files on
the Internet. You might try the audio archive at
the Internet Archive.

perform a search
for a sound file
suitable for your
class project
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http://www.archive.org/details/audio

Scan the results
or continue
browsing the
archive by topic
or category

Once you have located a suitable audio file in the
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Internet Archive it may be in a list of other
audio files like the example shown below.

click on the File
size link on the right
hand side to Play the
Audio file in your web
browser.

A new browser window
will appear showing the
audio player.
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Select and copy the
entire web address
or url in the Browser
address field

the address may
look like this example.
notice the .MP3 file type
suffix at the end of the
web address.

http://ia600204.us.archive.org/13/items/The_Roy_Rogers_Show/
Roy_Rogers_480905_Horse_Thieves_of_Paradise_Valley.mp3

If you have not already done so log in to your
web site account.
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The dashboard will
appear after you have
logged in to your account.
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Click on
posts in the
sidebar on
the right

If you have not already done so commence a new
post.
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click on the ADD new
link or button to
commence writing your
new post.
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when you are ready to add the
audio link to your web post
click on the media Button
above the toolbar

Commence
writing your post.

click on the
FROM URL Tab at
the top of the
ADD Media
window
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paste in the
URL of the
audio file

type in a
suitable
title
when you
are ready
click on
insert into
post
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the link to
the audio
file will be
added to
your post

Your post is now ready to be published
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click on Publish
when you are ready
to publish your
post on the
internet

click on
view post
when your
post is
published
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13
the audio
player will
appear like this
in your post

